INDIAN FIVE TOPPLES HOFSTRA, 53-40

Field, Calhoun Stand Out
Biggs Hurts Knee At Start

By Woody Knox

Haul in the fast!

Dartmouth's basketball team foiled everyone's prediction when Coach Edier Lampe's players brushed aside consecutive setbacks and the byed and boyed Penns to win 53-40 triumph in Homestead. L.L.

Now Dartmouth men and Coach Lampe were post-game locker room celebration, after a remarkable series of offensive and defensive plays in the second half, which won the game. Lampe's players, which averaged 10 points in the season, were sharply improved defensively, and a shifted form, to the lightly switched Dartmouth, a tough, clearly out of form, was able to hit their top form in the second period, Dartmouth re-
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Twelve Alumni Hockey Stars Accept Invitations for Clash With VariCity

By Al Passon

Dartmouth's former hockey greats—the men who are now in playing shape—will get a reunion with the NCAA as host, and a chance to show their ability before the present varsity, as an alumni all-star versus the Dartmouth varsity hockey game in Davis Rink Friday, March 15 at 8.

The co-op appearance among the alumni of最近 Big Green hockey fans have been coming at a satisfactory rate, according to William H. Mitchell, director of athletics. Of the 35 who have been invited back for the annual affair, 12 have definitely stated that they are ready to play.

Another "surprise" meet is to bill Riley, captain in 1947-48, who is still carrying around enough of a rust from a recent season, has been invited as one of the all-star sextet.

Bill's brother, Jack, is among the 13 to have accepted. Others who will be on hand include Don Sullivan, Dick Benedict, Bruce Malser, now starring for the Soc-
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